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to use the the I Love Graduates stamp set but I think I changed it a little.
The base of the card was created using the green sentiment with it's
coordinating stamp and some enamel dots. A background panel was
created by stamping the full sentiment and then using the coordinating
stamp and stampin up and embossing folder to emboss it and then
layered on the sentiment panel. To create the main focal image I cut it
out using the coordinating Nestabilities set. I then stamped it using the
coordinating stamp and Basic Grey and BG Inks. I then added several
Basic Grey and BG Inks strips for the mustard/candy chipboard letters.
The ribbon was added using dimensional tape. I made this tag using a
coordinating stamp set and coordinating stamp inks to match the image.
About Me I'm a SAHM of 3 gorgeous girls and a loving husband. When
my kids are off playing in our backyard swing set or at the park, I can be
found card making at night or searching for new and exciting stamping
techniques at various stamping shows throughout the year. Delete
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